RC 3327.02 (A)(1)

RC 3327.02 (A) (2) RC 3327.02 (A)(3)

Time and distance required to
provide transportation

Number of pupils Cost of providing
transported
transportation

RC 3327.02. (A)(4) RC 3327.02 (A)(5)
Is there similar or Does service for these
equivalent service
students disrupt
for other eligible current transportation
pupils?
schedules?
am

Maumee Valley
Country Day

This school is located outside
the district. To transport these
students we have to dedicate a
bus for these students that
cannot be used for other public
schools. (42 miles per day,
routed with St. Johns)

St John's

This school is located outside
the district. To transport these
students we have to dedicate a
bus for these students that
cannot be used for other public
schools. (42 miles per day,
routed with MVCD)

Toledo Christian

Bounty Collegium

This school is located outside
the district. To transport these
students we have to dedicate a
bus for these students that
cannot be used for other public
schools. (80 miles per day)

This school is near a high
school, but the one request is
for a student that is out of the
HS attendance area. This would
require a dedicated bus.

10

3

13

1-3

$

$

$

$

5,825.77

5,825.77

5,825.77

13,715.00

District average
cost of
transportation is
817.22 per child

pm

RC 3327.02 (A)(6)

Are other reimburseable types of
transportatio available?
Other schools

Public transit

no

Adjacent public Tarta stops and route
Times conflict with
schools
times do not match
public routes,
requiring a dedicated contacted and school start and stop.
either do not Tarta is not permitted
bus. It takes too long
for the bus to get back serve or will not to modify routes or
times for school
to use it on any other serve Sylvania
tripper purposes.
students
route.

no

Adjacent public Tarta stops and route
Times conflict with
schools
times do not match
public routes,
requiring a dedicated contacted and school start and stop.
either do not Tarta is not permitted
bus. It takes too long
for the bus to get back serve or will not to modify routes or
times for school
to use it on any other serve Sylvania
tripper purposes.
students
route.

no

Adjacent public Tarta stops and route
Times conflict with
schools
times do not match
public routes,
requiring a dedicated contacted and school start and stop.
either do not Tarta is not permitted
bus. It takes too long
for the bus to get back serve or will not to modify routes or
times for school
to use it on any other serve Sylvania
students
tripper purposes.
route.

no

Adjacent public Tarta stops and route
schools
times do not match
contacted and school start and stop.
either do not Tarta is not permitted
Times conflict with
serve or will not to modify routes or
public routes,
times for school
requiring a dedicated serve Sylvania
students
tripper purposes.
bus

school
district benchmark from T2

current year
cost / student reimbursement per student
Annual cost
817.22
320.25 (before cap)
3,483,809.00 $

riders
4263

# of buses
46

Maumee Valley Country Day &
St. John

13

1 bus

75,735.00

$

5,825.77

Toledo Christian

13

1 bus

75,735.00

$

5,825.77

Bounty Collegium

1

1 trip

13,715.00

$

13,715.00

